APPLICATIONS ARE ENDLESS

Commercial, Agriculture, Greenhouse, Edging Pond Plants and even Indoor Gardening, are all great uses for Gronomics GroSock. The GroSocks are available in various lengths.
Few hobbies provide us with the fulfillment we attain from a bountiful garden. Whether you live on a city lot or a downtown condo your dream of having a garden may be closer to reality than ever before. As we all feel the cultural shift toward a more sustainable, healthy lifestyle there may be no larger individual step anyone can make beyond creating their own garden.

Recognizing problems and turning them into solutions is what “Rivard Companies” is all about which is why we are introducing Gronomics™.

The first step toward solving problems is clearly identifying them.

- Space - very few people have adequate space for a garden.
- Soil Conditions - not all soils contain sufficient proper nutrients balance to sustain a healthy garden.
- Protection - from small pests and rodents.
- Urban Environments - rarely provide a good location for gardening.
- Convenience - weeding and watering can be very time consuming for a busy lifestyle.

So many problems, one solution: Gronomics™

- Minimal space required.
- Portable.
- Certified, tested organic soil provided.
- No tilling.
- No weeding.

The secret is out! After extensive testing in a variety of environments using hundreds of flower and plant varieties the results don’t lie. There is simply no “Better Way to Grow”.

Utilizing GroSock’s to contain the growing media has many advantages...

- Minimize water required utilizing Drip Irrigation.
- Specially designed to absorb moisture.
- Allows root systems to breathe, eliminating root rot and overheating.

Our growing mix consists of composted pine bark, coarse fibrous peat, and buffalo compost, which will grow a wide variety of annuals, perennials, and garden vegetables. Composted pine bark increase soil porosity which enhances root growth. Buffalo compost increases microbial activity. Coarse fibrous peat maximizes the water holding capacity and retains essential nutrients for optimum plant growth. Gronomics™ compost-based blends are mixed with Plaisted Companies’ four-bin computerized blending system to assure a consistent and accurate growing mix.

Custom growing mixes are available upon request and may include the following:

- Rich, aged composted Pine Bark
- Northern Minnesota Sphagnum Peat
- Organic Compost
- Buffalo Compost
- Composted Rice Hulls
- Coarse Sand
- Wetting agents
- Time release nutrients

To ensure the absolute best possible results this blend has been tested by The Soil and Plant Laboratory, Inc. and The University of Minnesota.
THE TRAYS

Not your ordinary Planter Box...
Start out with 100% Western Red Cedar construction and manufactured in the USA. Custom designed to house the GroSock. This combination is unbeatable. These trays support the sock perfectly assisting in water retention and capacity. The specially designed tray hangers snap right on and allow hangers to be installed anywhere.

- Window Boxes
- Any type of fence
- Exterior Hangers
- Railing tops, etc.

PLANTER BENCH

Imagine...

...your dream garden

ELEVATED GARDEN BEDS

The ultimate space saver, these tool-free assembly units easily set up in minutes! Elevated Garden Beds are available in two sizes; 18”W X 36”L X 32”H and holds 3.25 cubic feet of soil. 36”W X 48”L X 32”H and holds 9.37 cubic feet of soil. Excellent for small patios, decks, condos and apartments, anywhere you’d like to enjoy growing vegetables, herbs, or flowers.

- Window Boxes
- Exterior Hangers
- Any type of fence
- Railing tops, etc.

There’s no better way to garden!

- Urban gardening – Made easy.
- Grow your own fruits, vegetables and herbs.
- Minimal space required.
- Set up anywhere.
- Use your own soil.
Once you have used an Elevated Garden Stand you’ll never want to bend over and crawl around in a garden again! Accessibility at it’s best! The enjoyment and fulfillment we attain from gardening is something we should never have to give up, so let’s not. The 4’ Single Tray Stand and 4’ Duo Stand, allow access from all sides at a convenient height. For those that want a unique look, 15 foot of growing space, with limited space the Trio is for you!

RAISED GARDEN BEDS

The Raised Garden Beds are for those gardeners that enjoy traditional gardening. Add your own soil and dig in! You can order your Raised Garden Bed with or without a 8’ Trellis. The Trellis supports all your crawling vine plants. Growing your own organic fruit, vegetables or flowers has never been easier! With these beds you eliminate tilling, soil amending and minimize weeding.

THE STANDS

Maximize your garden with the incredible volume of the Pyramid Garden Stand up to 20 feet of garden in 5 trays.

THE ACCESSORIES

All great products deserve great accessories and Gronomics™ is no exception. These items are designed to last a lifetime. Tested for durability and function.

- Railing and Flush Mount Brackets
  Designed to hang your planter tray from almost any fence or any flat surface.

- Locking Caster Wheel Kits
  These wheel kits allow you to easily move any Gronomics™ Garden Stand.

- Drip Irrigation Kits
  Pre-assembled design for each stand that connects directly to a garden hose.

BED WITH TRELLIS

BED WITHOUT TRELLIS

THE PYRAMID STAND

SINGLE TRAY STAND

DUO TRAY STAND

THE TRIO STAND
THE STANDS

Once you have used an Elevated Garden Stand you’ll never want to bend over and crawl around in a garden again! Accessibility at it’s best! The enjoyment and fulfillment we attain from gardening is something we should never have to give up, so let’s not.

The 4’ Single Tray Stand and 4’ Duo Stand, allow access from all sides at a convenient height. For those that want a unique look, 15 foot of growing space, with limited space the Trio is for you!

RAISED GARDEN BEDS

The Raised Garden Beds are for those gardeners that enjoy traditional gardening. Add your own soil and dig in! You can order your Raised Garden Bed with or without a 8’ Trellis. The Trellis supports all your crawling vine plants. Growing your own organic fruit, vegetables or flowers has never been easier! With these beds you eliminate tilling, soil amending and minimize weeding.

THE ACCESSORIES

All great products deserve great accessories and Gronomics™ is no exception. These items are designed to last a lifetime. Tested for durability and function.

• Railing and Flush Mount Brackets
  Designed to hang your planter tray from almost any fence or any flat surface.

• Locking Caster Wheel Kits
  These wheel kits allow you to easily move any Gronomics™ Garden Stand.

• Drip Irrigation Kits
  Pre-assembled design for each stand that connects directly to a garden hose.

Maximize your garden with the incredible volume of the Pyramid Garden Stand up to 20 feet of garden in 5 trays.
The ultimate space saver, these tool-free assembly units easily set up in minutes! Elevated Garden Beds are available in two sizes: 18"W X 36"L X 32"H and holds 3.25 cubic feet of soil. 36"W X 48"L X 32"H and holds 9.37 cubic feet of soil. Excellent for small patios, decks, condos and apartments, anywhere you’d like to enjoy growing vegetables, herbs, or flowers.

ELEVATED GARDEN BEDS

Not your ordinary Planter Box...

Start out with 100% Western Red Cedar construction and manufactured in the USA. Custom designed to house the GroSock. This combination is unbeatable. These trays support the sock perfectly assisting in water retention and capacity. The specially designed tray hangers snap right on and allow hangers to be installed anywhere.

- Window Boxes
- Exterior Hangers
- Any type of fence
- Railing tops, etc.

THE TRAYS

There’s no better way to garden!

- Urban gardening – Made easy.
- Grow your own fruits, vegetables and herbs.
- Minimal space required.
- Set up anywhere.
- Use your own soil.

IMAGINE...

PLANTER BENCH

...YOUR DREAM GARDEN
Few hobbies provide us with the fulfillment we attain from a bountiful garden. Whether you live on a city lot or a downtown condo your dream of having a garden may be closer to reality than ever before. As we all feel the cultural shift toward a more sustainable, healthy lifestyle there may be no larger individual step anyone can make beyond creating their own garden.

Recognizing problems and turning them into solutions is what “Rivard Companies” is all about which is why we are introducing Gronomics™.

**THE SOLUTION**

The first step toward solving problems is clearly identifying them.

- Space - very few people have adequate space for a garden.
- Soil Conditions - not all soils contain sufficient proper nutrients balance to sustain a healthy garden.
- Protection - from small pests and rodents.
- Urban Environments - rarely provide a good location for gardening.
- Convenience - weeding and watering can be very time consuming for a busy lifestyle.

So many problems, one solution: Gronomics™

- Minimal space required.
- Portable.
- Certified, tested organic soil provided.
- No tilling.
- No weeding.

The secret is out! After extensive testing in a variety of environments using hundreds of flower and plant varieties the results don’t lie. There is simply no “Better Way to Grow”.

Utilizing GroSock’s to contain the growing media has many advantages…

- Minimize water required utilizing Drip Irrigation.
- Specially designed to absorb moisture.
- Allows root systems to breathe, eliminating root rot and overheating.

Our growing mix consists of composted pine bark, coarse fibrous peat, and buffalo compost, which will grow a wide variety of annuals, perennials, and garden vegetables. Composted pine bark increase soil porosity which enhances root growth. Buffalo compost increases microbial activity. Coarse fibrous peat maximizes the water holding capacity and retains essential nutrients for optimum plant growth. Gronomics™ compost-based blends are mixed with Plaisted Companies’ four-bin computerized blending system to assure a consistent and accurate growing mix. Custom growing mixes are available upon request and may include the following:

- Rich, aged composted Pine Bark
- Northern Minnesota Sphagnum Peat
- Organic Compost
- Buffalo Compost
- Composted Rice Hulls
- Coarse Sand
- Wetting agents
- Time release nutrients

IT ALL STARTS WITH THE MIX IN THE GROSOCK®

To ensure the absolute best possible results this blend has been tested by The Soil and Plant Laboratory, Inc. and The University of Minnesota.
APPLICATIONS ARE ENDLESS

Commercial, Agriculture, Greenhouse, Edging Pond Plants and even Indoor Gardening, are all great uses for Gronomics GroSock. The GroSock's are available in various lengths.